Balanced Steady-State Free Precision and Time of Flight Noncontrast Magnetic Resonance Angiography in Peripheral Arterial Disease
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Abstract

Purpose To determine the diagnostic efficacy of balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) and time-of-flight (TOF)-based noncontrast magnetic resonance angiography (NC-MRA) in lower limb peripheral arterial disease (PAD).

Material and Methods 10 patients with suspected PAD underwent both NC-MRA (bSSFP and 2D TOF) and contrast-enhanced MR angiography (CE-MRA)/CT angiography (CTA). A total of 170 arterial segments (17 segments in each patient) were analyzed on NC-MRA and compared with CE-MRA/CTA for quality of images and for estimating the degree of stenoses. Image quality was graded as 1—poor, 2—fair, 3—good, and 4—excellent. The degree of stenoses was graded as 0—normal, 1—≤ 50% narrowing, 2—> 50% narrowing, 3—near complete/100% occlusion. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value of NC-MRA in identifying significant stenosis, as compared with CE-MRA/CTA, were estimated.

Results a) Mean grade of the image quality of NC-MRA was 3.10 and the CE-MRA/CTA was 3.64. b) The agreement in the estimation of the degree of stenosis on NC-MRA as compared with CE-MRA/CTA was substantial in aortoiliac segments (weighted kappa 0.646 [95% CI] [0.361–0.931] [p < 0.001]), almost perfect in femoropopliteal segments (weighted kappa 0.911 [95% CI] [0.79–1.032] [p < 0.001]), and poor in infrapopliteal segments (weighted kappa 0.052 [95% CI] [0.189–0.293] [p < 0.33587]).

Conclusion TOF and bSSFP-based NC-MRA was found to be comparable to the CE-MRA/CTA in the evaluation of PAD in lower limbs in the aortoiliac and femoropopliteal regions. NC-MRA was especially helpful in assessing the aortoiliac vessels and femoropopliteal vessels, with the imaging of infrapopliteal arteries being suboptimal.

Introduction

In clinical practice, CT angiography (CTA) has now replaced diagnostic digital subtraction angiography (DSA) in the evaluation of peripheral arterial disease (PAD).1–3 The risk of iodinated, contrast-related nephropathy and ionizing radiation are the drawbacks of CTA.4 Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (CE-MRA) has been proven...
to have a high diagnostic accuracy in the assessment of PAD.\textsuperscript{4-7} However, adverse effects of gadolinium contrast, particularly nephrogenic systemic fibrosis (NSF) in patients with renal dysfunction, limits the use of CE-MRA in patients with renal dysfunction.\textsuperscript{8,11} In this study, we explore the efficacy of noncontrast magnetic resonance angiography (NC-MRA) as an alternative to CE-MRA.

Over the years, various NC-MRA techniques have been developed in the evaluation of PAD. Time-of-flight (TOF), one of the older techniques of NC-MRA, is a nonsubtractive inflow-dependent technique.\textsuperscript{12} TOF acquisitions maybe by 2D or 3D sampling. Fast and robust gradient-echo (GRE) sequences like steady-state free precession (SSFP) angiography have overcome some of the pitfalls associated with the older techniques of NC-MRA. SSFP angiography uses a series of equidistant radiofrequency (RF) pulses, which are applied in a steady-state of longitudinal and transverse magnetization.\textsuperscript{13,14} The image contrast is T2-/T1-weighted,\textsuperscript{15} in which high-signal intensity with little reliance on inflow is given to the blood.

This study was aimed at assessing the diagnostic performance of ECG triggered NC-MRA using bSSFP and 2D TOF in the evaluation of PAD in the lower limbs at a magnetic field strength of 1.5 Tesla (T).

Material and Methods

The study was approved by our Institution Review Board. Adult patients, with suspected lower limb PAD, undergoing a CE-MRA or CTA in our institution were included in the study and, after obtaining an informed consent, were subjected to an additional NC-MRA. Patients with metallic implants, arrhythmias, and patients with renal insufficiency (glomerular filtration rate [GFR] of less than 30 mL/min/1.73 m\textsuperscript{2}) were excluded from the study. In eight patients, NC-MRA was performed, followed by CE-MRA for comparison. In the remaining two patients, who were unable to cooperate for CE-MRA despite multiple attempts, CTA was performed on a 64 slice CT machine (GE Discovery 750 HD). NC-MRA was compared with CTA in these two patients. DSA was not performed in any of the patients.

Relevant clinical profile and demographic data of the patients was obtained and analyzed.

NC-MRA: Sequences and Technique

NC-MRA was performed on a 1.5T MRI machine (Philips Intera Achieva1.5T MRI scanner). Balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) (\textsuperscript{Table 1}) sequence was used for the aorta and iliac vessels. 2D TOF was used for acquiring images of the lower limbs. Multiple 2-dimensional inflow (M2DI) sequence (\textsuperscript{Table 1}), a flow-compensated GRE ECG-gated 2D TOF sequence, was used for lower limb arteries. The patient was placed in the supine position and images were acquired in the axial plane from diaphragm to feet. Multiplanar, maximum intensity projection (MIP) and 3D reconstruction of the arteries were generated. Total acquisition time for NC-MRA (bSSFP for aortoiliac region and 2D TOF for the femoropopliteal and infrapopliteal regions) was approximately 19 minutes (\textsuperscript{Table 1}).

In patients who were in pain due to the significant PAD, oral analgesics (nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs [NSAIDs]) were administered prior to the study.

### Table 1 MRI parameters for CE-MRA and NC-MRA techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Contrast-enhanced MRA</th>
<th>Noncontrast MRA: TOF</th>
<th>Noncontrast MRA: BFFE (bSSFP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coils used</td>
<td>PA (peripheral matrix or boot), and two body</td>
<td>Q body</td>
<td>Q body/torso coil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flip angle ((^{\circ}))</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV (mm)</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>208 × 256</td>
<td>256 × 128</td>
<td>336 × 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac synchronization</td>
<td>ECG gated</td>
<td>ECG gated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition time</td>
<td>~ 4 minutes (for the entire lower limb)</td>
<td>~ 16 minutes</td>
<td>~ 3 minutes (for the aortoiliac region alone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR (ms)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE (ms)</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (Hz/pixel)</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plane of acquisition/ slice orientation</td>
<td>Coronal</td>
<td>Axial</td>
<td>Axial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slice thickness</td>
<td>6 mm</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BFFE, balanced fast-field echo; bSSFP, balanced steady-state free precession; CE-MRA, contrast-enhanced MR angiography; FOV, field of view; NC-MRA, noncontrast MR angiography; TOF, time of flight.
the diaphragm to the feet. Images were reconstructed and analyzed in different planes (axial and coronal). MIP and volume-rendered 3D reconstructions were obtained.

Image Analysis
The arteries were divided into the following 17 segments: aorta, right and left common iliac arteries (CIA), right and left external iliac arteries (EIA), right and left common femoral arteries (CFA), right and left superficial femoral arteries (SFA), right and left popliteal arteries, right and left anterior tibial arteries (ATA), right and left common peroneal arteries (CPA), and right and left posterior tibial arteries (PTA). In all, 170 arterial segments were analyzed in all the 10 patients, that is, 17 arterial segments in each patient.

Each of the segments was then evaluated and graded for the quality of the image and the degree of stenosis by two radiologists independently, who were blinded to subject identity and the overall diagnosis.

The arteries of the lower limbs were divided into the following three regions:
Region 1—aortoiliac–abdominal aorta, CIA and EIA; Region 2—femoropopliteal, CFA, SFA and popliteal arteries; Region 3—infrapopliteal, arteries in the leg, CPA, ATA and PTA.

The quality of the images for each arterial segment was qualitatively graded as follows: 1—Poor; 2—Fair; 3—Good; 4—Excellent.

The degree of stenosis was graded as follows: 0—no occlusion/normal; 1—less than or equal to 50% narrowing of the vessel; 2—more than 50% narrowing of the vessel; 3—near complete/100% occlusion of the vessel (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). In arteries with more than one stenosis, the highest degree of stenosis was considered.

Segments which were not visualized in their entirety (either due to the artery completely being occluded or due to the quality of the image) were not included only in the grading of the quality of the image, as NC-MRA and CE-MRA/CTA are interpreted separately in this blinded study. One artery in the femoropopliteal region and two arteries in the infrapopliteal region were not included in the grading of quality in the NC-MRA. One artery in the femoropopliteal region was not included in the CE-MRA/CTA. However, in the assessment of the degree of stenosis, these segments have been included and graded as grade 3—near complete/100% occlusion of the vessel.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS software (version 23.0, IBM).

The quality of the images was compared using the Wilcoxon signed rank test. The scoring of the quality of the images by the senior radiologist was considered for analysis.

Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value of NC-MRA for detecting stenosis greater than 50%, as compared with the CE-MRA/CTA (the reference standards), were calculated. Each of the arterial regions was then analyzed using Cohen’s weighted kappa for evaluating the efficacy of NC-MRA.16,17

Weighted kappa was also used to assess the interobserver agreement to determine the reliability of the test.

Results
Ten consecutive patients were included in the study (all men; mean age, 54.4 years; age range, 34–66 years; mean pack years of smoking, 31 years; ankle brachial pressure index [ABPI]: a mean of 0.744 on the right [range 0.14–1.20] and a mean of 0.632 on the left [range 0.00–1.10]). Eight patients had diabetes mellitus and six patients were found to be hypertensive.

Image Quality
Image quality was assessed based on the senior radiologist’s readings; hence, a total of 170 arterial segments were analyzed. The median score of the quality in NC-MRA was 4, which was the same as CE-MRA/CTA. The mean for the NC-MRA was 3.10 ± 1.13 and the CE-MRA/CTA was 3.64 ± 0.77. The mean scores for each artery individually are as given in Table 2.
Overall, 77% (130/169) segments were graded as excellent and 16% (27/169) segments were graded as good in the CE-MRA/CTA, while 53% (89/167) segments were graded as excellent and 19% (31/167) segments were graded as good in the NC-MRA. The percentage of segments graded as excellent, good and fair in the aortoiliac, femoropopliteal, and infrapopliteal regions is detailed in Table 3. As seen in Table 3, almost 74% (43/58) of the infrapopliteal arterial segments were graded as fair to poor on the NC-MRA, while 20% (12/60) of these were graded as fair to poor in the CE-MRA.

Assessing the Degree of Stenosis

The median degree of stenosis (on a scale from 0 to 3) was found to be 1.00 in both NC-MRA and CE-MR/CTA, while the mean was found to be 1.38 ± 1.31 and 1.16 ± 1.26, respectively (Table 4).
Of the 170 arterial segments studied, 95 arterial segments were diseased, with 59% (56/95) segments showing more than 50% degree of stenosis (significant stenosis) on the CE-MRA/CTA, while 79% (75/95) segments were diagnosed with significant stenosis in the NC-MRA. The number of arteries which had significant stenosis in aortoiliac, femoropopliteal, and infrapopliteal regions is described in ►Table 5.

The longest (craniocaudal) segment measured 19.8 cm in the NC-MRA and 18.2 cm in the CE-MRA/CTA, both involving the superficial femoral artery.

The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value of NC-MRA for detecting significant stenosis in the aortoiliac, femoropopliteal, and infrapopliteal region are shown in ►Table 6. It depicts high sensitivity and specificity in the femoropopliteal region and a high specificity in the aortoiliac region. On analyzing the NC-MRA and the CE-MRA/CTA using the weighted Cohen’s kappa, there was substantial agreement for the aortoiliac region (weighted kappa 0.646 (95% CI) (0.361–0.931) (p < 0.001) (►Table 7). Agreement was almost perfect in the femoropopliteal region with weighted kappa 0.911 (95% CI) (0.79–1.032) (p < 0.001).

In comparison, for the infrapopliteal region, there was none to slight agreement (weighted kappa 0.052 (95% CI) (0.189–0.293) (p < 0.33587), with the NC-MRA mostly overestimating the degree of stenosis.

As compared with the CE-MRA/CTA, the degree of stenosis was overestimated (less than 50% degree of stenosis on CE-MRA/CTA being labeled as a significant/more than 50% degree of stenosis on NC-MRA) in two arteries in the aortoiliac region, one artery in the femoropopliteal region, and in 20 arteries in the infrapopliteal region, of which 11 involved the CPA. The NC-MRA underestimated (a significant/more than 50% degree of stenosis on CE-MRA/CTA being labeled as a less than 50% degree of stenosis on NC-MRA) the degree of stenosis in only 8 arteries (of which 7 were in the infrapopliteal region and the other 1 in the femoropopliteal region). Overall, in 7 out of 10 patients, degree of stenosis was overestimated in the NC-MRA, with a majority affecting the infrapopliteal regions.

### Concurrence among Radiologists

To assess the reliability of the study, weighted kappa was also calculated to assess the agreement between the degree of stenosis and the quality of images between the two radiologists. Regarding the scoring of image quality, the observed agreement between the two radiologists was 97.52% (weighted kappa 0.96667) in the femoropopliteal region and 0.516 in the infrapopliteal region.
kappa 0.919 (95% CI (0.887, 0.952) p < 0.001). In terms of the grading of the degree of stenosis, the observed agreement between the two radiologists was 97.45% (weighted kappa 0.945 (95% CI) (0.923–0.967) < 0.001).

Discussion

Over the years, various NC-MRA techniques have been developed in the evaluation of PAD.

TOF MRA, one of the older NC-MRA techniques, a nonsubtractive inflow-dependent technique generates vessel-to-background contrast, which is caused by the inflow of fresh, unsaturated blood in a saturated slice of background tissue.7 It uses a saturation band on the venous side of the imaging slice and thus aids to null the signal and mask the venous flow. Saturation of the blood flow in the image volume and poor vessel visualization may occur due to retrograde filling, tortuous vessels, slow blood flow or stasis, or vessels which are in the same plane as the image slice. The main disadvantages of TOF include long acquisition time and saturation effect, overestimation of the severity of stenosis, and increased susceptibility to artifacts.2

Some of the further advances in NC-MRA include ECG-gated fast spin echo (FSE) MRA, SSFP angiography, flow-sensitive dephasing (FSD), inflow-dependent inversion recovery (IFDIR) and arterial spin labeling (ASL) with SSFP technique.19,20

SSFP angiography, a GRE-based sequence, has evolved as an improved technique for the imaging of PAD. The advantages of SSFP MRA include short acquisition times and high signal-to-noise ratio and flow-independent 3D acquisition, with flow compensated in all three directions; its limitations are its susceptibility to field heterogeneities and high-signal intensity in arteries and veins due to background signals.22,23

In the beginning of our study, we attempted bSSFP sequence for evaluation of the lower limbs (femoropopliteal and infrapopliteal region). However, the images obtained were extremely suboptimal. The newer techniques like quiescent-interval slice-selective (QISS) are expensive and are not widely available. Thus, we decided to evaluate the efficacy of a combination of these two techniques (bSSFP for the aortoiliac region, and 2D TOF for the femoropopliteal and infrapopliteal regions) in the evaluation of PAD. This might be especially useful in institutions with resource constraints, where newer and expensive techniques of NC-MRA are not available.

Quality of Images

In the aorta, the common femoral, superficial femoral and popliteal arteries, the quality of the images on NC-MRA showed no significant difference from the quality of images of these arteries in the CE-MRA/CTA.28 In the infrapopliteal regions, this could probably be attributed to motion artifacts, slower velocities and the smaller caliber of the vessels. Significant PAD with stenosis in the proximal arteries, resulting in poor inflow, may have also been a factor adding to the poor signal in the distal arteries.

Degree of Stenosis

In the aortoiliac and femoropopliteal regions, there was an acceptable agreement between the NC-MRA and the CE-MRA/CTA. But in the infrapopliteal region, the agreement was poor. The NC-MRA overestimated the degree of stenosis (►Fig. 4), more so in the infrapopliteal arteries, with the CPA being the most affected. This could probably be attributed to the smaller caliber of the arteries in the leg and poor inflow due to proximal stenosis. The length of the stenosis was also overestimated by the NC-MRA, especially when the length of the stenosis was relatively shorter. The quality of NC-MRA in the aortoiliac region was good on visual interpretation. However, there was overestimation of stenosis in the aortoiliac region, which is likely due to decrease in flow velocity in the poststenotic vascular segments.24,25 Overestimation of the stenosis in the femoropopliteal and infrapopliteal regions is likely due to the flow-dependent nature of the TOF technique.

Although we attempted to reduce motion by alleviating pain by administering oral analgesics prior to the study, motion-related artifacts could have contributed to the poorer performance of the NC-MRA, which takes more time than CE-MRA (19 minutes vs. 4 minutes).

In the evaluation of the arteries of the femoropopliteal region and the infrapopliteal region, the results of our study were comparable to that by Suttmeyer et al. They found a good correlation between the NC-MRA (using 2D TOF) and DSA, with a poor correlation in the infrapopliteal arteries in an open 1.0 Tesla MRI.26 Gozzi et al analyzed the arteries from the celiac trunk to the feet by comparing unenhanced TOF sequences to DSA in the evaluation of PAD in 30 patients. They found a sensitivity of 96% and sensitivity of 99% of unenhanced TOF as compared with DSA, with a high sensitivity and specificity even in the arteries of the calf and feet.27 As compared with our study, they utilized a smaller flip angle, a smaller field of view (FOV), a larger matrix, and a head coil while assessing the arteries of the feet. Superficial coils may have aided in further enhancing the quality of the images in the infrapopliteal region; however, this was not utilized in our study. In a meta-analysis by Nelemans et al, the relative odds ratio of CE-MRA with NC-MRA using 2D TOF angiography was found to be 7.46 (95% CI: 2.48, 22.20).28

In the evaluation of abdominal vessels using bSSFP, the specificity and negative predictive value of our study was similar to a study by Cardia et al, who evaluated the stenosis of the celiac trunk and the superior mesenteric artery using bSSFP.29 Studies by Maki et al and Wytttenbach et al also showed similar specificity of SSFP in the evaluation of renal artery stenosis.29,30 Lanzman et al found similar results in the evaluation of transplant renal artery.31 As seen in our study, Caria et al also found NC-MRA to overestimate the stenosis in arterial segments.24 Lanzman et al also demonstrated that SSFP using 3T significantly improved the visualization of renal arteries as compared with a 1.5T MRI.32

Single-shot radial QISS, another inflow-dependent nonsubtractive technique for NC-MRA, is ECG-gated and uses a bSSFP readout. QISS is deemed to have certain advantages over other types of noncontrast MRA, with significantly reduced scan times (thus reducing motion-related artifacts)
and allows a large number of slices to be acquired in a single breath hold.\textsuperscript{33-37} As compared with DSA and CE-MRA, QISS has demonstrated a high sensitivity and specificity in the evaluation of PAD,\textsuperscript{14-36} with a median sensitivity and specificity of 91.4% and 96.4% when compared with DSA and a median sensitivity and specificity of 89.2% and 96.0% when compared with CE-MRA.\textsuperscript{17}

**Limitations of the Study**

The study group comprised a small number of patients. However, the analysis was performed on the individual arterial segments amounting to 170 arterial segments. Another limitation of the study is that DSA was not used as the gold standard, as it is an invasive procedure. In the infrapopliteal region, the quality of the images in the CE-MRA/CTA was graded as poor in approximately 15% of the arteries. Arterial segments, which were not visualized, could not be included in the analysis of image quality, as we could not determine whether this was due to occlusion or poor image quality. This could have resulted in spuriously better grading of image quality.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, NC-MRA, using a combination of bSSFP technique for aortoiliac vessels and 2D inflow dependent TOF technique for the lower limb arteries, was found to be comparable to CE-MRA/CTA in the evaluation of lower limb PAD in the aortoiliac and femoropopliteal regions. The quality of images and ability to detect and quantify stenoses fared well in assessing the aortoiliac vessels and femoropopliteal vessels, with suboptimal imaging of infrapopliteal arteries. In resource limited centers, where newer software may not be available, a combination of these NC-MRA techniques as described in our study may serve to optimally evaluate patients with PAD and facilitate and plan further patient management like endovascular intervention or surgery. Research on further refinements of the NC-MRA techniques for better evaluation of the infrapopliteal arteries continue to open more avenues for the evaluation of PAD.
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